
Commuter/Regional Rail: 
Denver RTD’s A Line

As the only North American commuter 
or regional rail line that currently 
achieves daily 15-minute-or-better 
frequency, the 23.5-mile line opened 
in 2016 easily is the mode’s leader. 
Most aspects of its operation would 
check the required boxes for Regional 
Express Rail (RER) service based on 
international standards: clockface, 
high-frequency schedules; electrified 
operations using Electric Multiple Units 
(EMUs); off-board, proof-of-payment 

fares; high-level station platforms.
 
Combined, these factors have helped the service overcome some 
operational hiccups, most notably the failed rollout of grade crossings 
controlled by positive train control (PTC), that threatened its outright 
suspension and held back launch of service on the connecting G Line 
until earlier this spring. Daily ridership has passed 20,000 passengers, 
requiring the recent addition of four-car trains (previously two), doubling 
capacity. The strong passenger demand plus operational efficiency 
stemming from its RER-quality structure has it inching farebox recovery 
closer to 100 percent. 

A few small stretches of single track – for which current infrastructure 
provides for easy upgrade to full double track – are barriers to upping 
frequency closer to the eight trains per hour mark, which could 
potentially double ridership, although land use around most of the line’s 
intermediate stations is far short of producing the demand needed for 
more robust service. Meanwhile, although the $9 fare between Denver 
Union Station and Denver International Airport – that also doubles as a 
day pass for the entire system – is a good deal for most travelers, local 

fares are a bit high to encourage daily use, especially for low-income 
riders. At the same time, plans to expand the existing B Line from 
Westminster to Boulder and Longmont – which could deliver the region 
with two very well-used regional rail lines – are hampered by lack of 
investment sources to support the project.

Honorable Mention: TEXRail – Fort Worth-
DFW Airport, Texas

Just launched this past January, TEXRail 
would be hard-pressed to match the frequency 
levels and RER-quality achieved by RTD’s A 
Line. Even when fully-stocked with its fleet of 
eight Stadler FLIRT Diesel Multiple Units (DMUs) by the end of 2019, 
service will still only operate every half hour between downtown Fort 
Worth and Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW). Nonetheless, 
the service and especially the Stadler DMUs have been receiving rave 
reviews from riders thus far in its short tenure. Compliments include 
the rider experience onboard TEXRail vehicles and at stations, and the 
connectivity with Trinity Railway Express (TRE) trains in Fort Worth and 
the Dallas Area Rapid Transit’s (DART) Orange Line light-rail to Dallas 
at the DFW station. Strong potential for growth and improvement of 
this service exist, especially if the three currently independent regional 
rail operations (TEXRail, TRE and the Denton-Carrollton A-Train, along 
with DART’s recently-approved Cotton Belt Line) are united under a 
common regional rail framework. 

Passenger rail projects and services – ranging from intercity routes
to streetcars – are often stymied or delivered in sub-optimal
operating environments due to poor ideas & understanding of
options. Join us to elevate the level of knowledge, development
and support for meaningful passenger rail projects in North
America: @RAILMag on Twitter & wwww.railmagazine.org     
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